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Name ______________________

Research Question __________________________________________________________

Date ______________________

Date Due ______________________

PSYCHOLOGY LIBRARY RESEARCH NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT

Using Davis Library’s Psychology Resources LibGuide, libguides.rio.edu/psychology
assignment is designed to introduce you to the wide range of research tools available to you
through the Davis Library. Below you will find a list of library resources; your job is to locate at
least one item from each resource that can help answer your question of interest. Record the
appropriate information after each item by following the template below. This Research
Notebook should be neatly organized, well labeled, and contain the following information for
each question:

Template:
   a. APA-Formatted Reference
   b. How Did You Find It? (Database Name)
   c. Brief Description of the Article or Book

1. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Reference Materials, and
   either the Boxes marked Online Full Text Reference Books, or Other Psychology
   Reference Websites, students will include information describing one source from these
   online resources.

2. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Books, and the Box
   marked RioCat, students will include information describing one book (print or eBook)
   found in Davis Library relevant to the topic by using the RioCat database. Find a
   description of the book in the full record.

3. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Books, and the Box
   marked OhioLINK Library Catalog, include information describing one book (print or
   eBook) found in other Ohio Libraries relevant to the topic by using OhioLINK’s Library
   Catalog database. Ordering the books is not necessary; Find a description in the full
   record.
4. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked PsycINFO, include information about one article relevant to the topic found by using the PsycINFO Database.

5. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, include information about one article relevant to the topic found by using the Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection Database.

6. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked Other Psychology Related OhioLINK Databases, include information about one article relevant to the topic from any two databases.

7. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked Selected Psychology Related Periodicals in OhioLINK's EJournal Finder, include information about one article found while browsing through these online full text psychology journals. This question is student’s choice: Not necessarily related to the topic.

8. As listed in the Psychology Resources LibGuide under the Page Miscellaneous, and the Box marked Professional Organizations, find one resource from any of the websites listed. Student’s choice.

9. After reviewing these materials, how has your research question changed/evolved?

Example of Lab #2 Answered Question Using APA Style Format

#1


This article was found by using the keyword “animal communications”, in the online reference book, Encyclopedia of Psychology and Religion. Jane Goodall was one of the first to study how animals communicate. She also claimed that animals could experience hope and fear.

For help with APA, see OWL Purdue Online Writing Lab.